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Abstract 
On a smooth (C”) closed manifold A{ every smooth codimension one foliation which is a 
limit in the Co-topology of foliations defined by fibrations F 4-, M + S’ with Hr(F;IR) = (0) 
has a compact leaf. From this result some others are obtained about genericity in the C-topology 
(r = 0,l) with respect to the foliations with finitely many compact leaves which are all C’stable. 
The main result is a type of Kupka-Smale theorem for codimension one foliations: the set of all 
codimension one foliations whose compact leaves are C” -stable is a Gh-dense set in the space 
of all transversely orientable codimension one foliations on M endowed with the C”-topology. 
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0. Introduction 
Let Fol(M) be the set of all smooth (Cm) transversely orientable codimension one 
foliations on a closed manifold M. This set endowed with the C-topology of Epstein [4] 
for 0 < T 6 00 and the P-topology of plane fields for T = 0 will be denoted by Fol’(M). 
The purpose of this paper is to present some results about the genericity on Fol’(M) 
of the subspace Folit(M) consisting of all foliations whose compact leaves are C’-stable 
(Folgt(M) contains the foliations without compact leaves). 
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An approach to characterization of genericity on Fol’(M) in terms of stability of the 
equivalence classes of compact leaves was developed by C. Bonatti and the first author. 
They have shown in [ 1, Theorem 2. l] that for T = 0,l the subspace of Fol’( M) consisting 
of foliations whose equivalence classes of compact leaves are CT-stable contains an open 
dense subset. In general, this result is no longer true if we replace the C-stability of 
the class by the CT-stability of the compact leaf itself (a foliation with all equivalence 
classes stable may have unstable compact leaves). To see this, notice that an open subset 
A' of Fol’(M) contained in Fol,:(M) cannot have a foliation with a C’-flat compact 
leaf L with Ht (L; R) # (0). In fact, this type of foliation can be approximated by a 
foliation having a band of compact leaves [ 121 which are not stable. This restriction on 
d' and Novikov and Kopell’s results imply, for example, that Fol,‘,(S3) does not contain 
open dense subsets of Fol’(S3) for 0 6 T < co. More generally, we can prove that for 
any closed 3-dimensional manifold M there is no open dense set of Fol’(M) which is 
contained in FoI~~ (M). 
In the absence of an open dense subset of Fol’(M) contained in Fol,‘,(hil), we ana- 
lyze the genericity problem in viewpoint of Gs-density. If on the one hand we lost the 
openness, on the other hand we gained a higher degree of differentiability obtaining a 
result in the C@‘-topology. Our main result is an analogous to the famous theorem of 
Kupka-Smale which asserts that any periodic orbit of a generic vector field is stable (and 
hyperbolic), where generic means “for a Gs-dense set of vector fields”. 
Theorem 4.1. FolF(M) is a Gg-dense subset of Fol”(M). 
In order to approximate a given foliation F by another one which all compact leaves 
are stable, we must destroy or “stabilize” the unstable compact leaves of FT. Because 
we do not know how to “stabilize” a compact leaf (by a small perturbation of F which 
preserves the unstable leaf L and makes it stable, while all the compact leaves of the 
perturbed foliation close to L are also stable), we have to destroy the unstable compact 
leaves of the foliation. However, in destroying an unstable compact leaf we risk introduce 
new compact leaves with very big volume. These leaves are one of the crucial points why 
the proof of Bonatti and Firmo’s result stated above does not work for the CT-topology 
with T 2 2. Working with the Co- and the C’-topology, they are able to avoid the 
appearance of these leaves. In this paper, instead of avoiding the appearance of leaves 
with very big volume (after perturbations of the foliation) we overcome this difficulty by 
carefully selecting the open dense subsets whose intersection will produce the Gs-dense 
set. 
Another difficulty that occurs in destroying unstable compact leaves is that in doing 
so, we may introduce new unstable compact leaves close to the initial compact ones. In 
Section 3 we prove Lemmas 3.3, 3.6 and Proposition 3.5 which permit to control the 
appearance of this leaves. Here, the contact order of the leaves is important in the choice 
of the strategy used to construct convenient perturbations not increasing the number of 
unstable compact leaves. 
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In Section 3 we also analyze the problem of C-approximating (T = 0, 1) a foliation 
by another one with only finitely many compact leaves which all are C-stable. The main 
result of this section is Theorem 3.2. In order to state it we need to distinguish three 
subsets in the space Fol’(M): 
_ cy’ is the interior of the set of all foliations which have a compact leaf with the 
trivial first homology group, 
- P[ is the set of foliations with finitely many (but nonzero) compact leaves which 
all are C’-stable, 
- 7” is the interior of the set of all foliations without compact leaves. 
Theorem 3.2. The set /3T U y’ is dense in Fol r (111) - cv’ for T E (0, l}. 
In order to prove Theorem 3.2 we need some properties of foliations that are limits of 
fibrations whose fiber has trivial first real homology group. These properties are proved 
in Section 2, where we show the following result: 
Theorem 2.1. Let 7 E Fol’(M) be the limit of foliations defined by jibrations whose 
fibers have trivial first real homology group. Then F has a compact leaf and is a foliation 
almost without holonomy. 
Throughout this paper M will be a smooth closed connected manifold. We shall 
assume that all foliations and plane fields are smooth, transversely orientable and have 
codimension one, unless the context clearly indicates the contrary. 
1. Preliminaries 
In this section we recall some notions introduced by Bonatti-Firmo [l] concerning a 
codimension one foliation F on a compact manifold M. 
They define the following equivalence relation on the set of compact leaves of F: 
two compact leaves L and L of F are said equivalent if there exists an immersion 
1: L x [a, b] -+ M with a f b satisfying the following conditions: 
(1) for every t E [a, b] the restriction of the map c to L x {t} is an embedding of L 
in M, 
(2) L(L x {a}) = L and L(L x {b}) = z, 
(3) for each 2 E L the path 1, : (a, b) + M defined by b,(t) = ~(5, t) is transverse 
to 3. 
We shall also say that the immersion L realizes the equivalence of the compact leaves 
L and z. 
Observe that if the immersion L is not an embedding then M fibers over S’ with 
fiber L, and each compact leaf of 3 is a fiber of the fibration. Furthermore, there exists 
a vector field transverse to the foliation 3 and to the fibers of 7r. 
The equivalence class of a compact leaf L will be denoted by [L]. 
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Next we give some results about equivalence classes of compact leaves which we will 
use frequently. 
Let M, r and L be as above, and suppose that F is transversely orientable. Then: 
(1) .ZF has finitely many equivalence classes of compact leaves. 
(2) If n consists of all immersions which realize some equivalence of compact leaves 
equivalent to L then the subset of the manifold 111 given by ULEll L(L x [u, b]) 
is a compact subset of M, saturated by F, and contains all the compact leaves 
equivalent to L. This compact set will be referred as the support of L and will be 
denoted by supp[L]. 
(3) There exists LO E A such that supp[L] = LO(L x [a, b]). 
(4) There exists a neighborhood U of supp[L] in M such that every leaf of F meeting 
U has a compact leaf equivalent to L in its adherence. 
(5) If L and x are nonequivalent compact leaves of the foliation 3 then supp[L] n 
supp[E] = 0. 
The proofs of (1) and (2) can be founded in [ 1, Lemma 1 .a.2 and Proposition 1 .a.3], 
while (3) follows straightforwardly from the proof of (2), and (5) is an elementary 
consequence of the definition of supp[L]. Then we only have to prove (4). 
First note that the closure of a noncompact leaf contained in supp[L] contains a compact 
leaf equivalent to L. In fact if {fi , . . , fs} E Diffr,( [0, 11) are such that n,“=, Fix(f,) = 
(0, I} and z E (0,l) then (0, 1) C o( II: w h ere O(Z) is the orbit of z by the subgroup 
of Diff+ ([O, 11) generated by fi , . . , fs. To see this, suppose that 0 $ O(Z) and let 20 E 
(0,l) be the distance between o(2) and the origin. Thus, min{fiO(zo), f;’ (50)) < ~0 for 
some ia E {l,.. . , s} which implies that min{fi,(y), f;‘(y)} < xo for some y E O(Z). 
Consequently, O(Z) fY [0,x0) # 0 contradicting the choice of ~0. Then, (0, l} c O(z) 
and the assertion is proved. 
Now it suffices to prove that if a compact leaf L is one-side isolated (from the others 
compact leaves), then there exists a neighborhood V of L such that the closure of any 
leaf of F intersecting V in this side contains L. To prove this fix loops (~1,. . , a, whose 
homotopy classes generate 7-r] (L), and a segment C transverse to L intersecting L in 
the point Z. Let ZO be a small neighborhood of .Z in C such that the holonomy maps 
fi , . . , fs associated to QI , . . . , Q, are defined on CO. We choose a neighborhood V of 
L such that every leaf intersecting V intersects also Ea. Identifying Z: with the real line 
and the point z with the origin we can suppose that fi , . , fS are local diffeomorphisms 
from [0, a) to [0, CQ) such that n,“=, Fix(f,) = (0) where a > 0. Let 2 E (0, o) and let 
O,(X) be the orbit of a: by the pseudogroup generated by fi, . . , fs : [0, u) --) [0, IX). 
As above we have that 0 E O,(X) and the conclusion follows. 
We shall say that the equivalence class [L] is F-stable if every foliation sufficiently 
CT-close to F has a compact leaf close (and diffeomorphic) to some compact leaf of 
F lying in supp[L]. Recall that a compact leaf L of 3 is Cr-stable if every foliation 
sufficiently CT-close to 3 has a compact leaf close (and diffeomorphic) to L. 
Remark 1.1. The compact leaves of foliations CT-close to 3 which are close to compact 
leaves of supp[L] are represented by common fixed points of the perturbed holonomy 
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Fig. 1. 
maps of [L] associated to a set of generators of rl(t). Of course, these common fixed 
points occur close to the common fixed points of the holonomy maps of [L] which 
represent the compact leaves of F in supp[L]. 
Since the arguments used above to prove (4) are invariant under CT-perturbations, we 
have the following: if the equivalence class [L] is C-stable then there are neighborhoods 
U of supp[L] and V of .ZF in Fol’(M) such that if 7 E V then the adherence of every 
leaf of F intersecting U contains a compact leaf i of F contained in U and close to 
one of _IF leaves equivalent to L. 
2. Limits of fibrations 
The basic theorem of this section is Theorem 2.1 which will be used in the next 
section. We also characterize the limits of S2-fibrations on S2 x 5”. 
Recall that the Thurston-Langevin-Rosenberg generalization [ 1 I] of Reeb Stability 
Theorem asserts that if the foliation F on the manifold M has a compact leaf L with 
HI (L; IR) = { 0} then: 
(i) F is defined by a fibration rr : M + S’, 
(ii) every foliation CT-close (r > 1) to .Y= is defined by a fibration CT-close to rr. 
In the Co-topology, item (ii) is not true in general, however, Bonatti and Firmo in [l] 
have proved that: 
(iii) every foliation Co-close to 7 which has a compact leaf z with HI (z; R) = (0) 
is defined by a fibration Co-close to n. 
Theorem 2.1. Let 3 E Fol’(M) be the limit of foliations defined by jibrations whose 
fibers have trivialfirst real homology group. Then .F has a compact leaf and is a foliation 
almost without holonomy. 
In the solid torus D2 x S’ we can produce foliations F as in Theorem 2.1 by deforming 
the standard foliation by a-disks until we get a neighborhood of a Reeb component (see 
Fig. 1). 
We can make also the above construction in tubular neighborhoods of closed curves 
transverse to the factors S2 to obtain foliations on S2 x S’ as those in Theorem 2.1. 
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Besides, we will show (Theorem 2.3) that all such foliations in S2 x S’ are obtained in 
a similar way. 
It is well known that this turbilhonament process applies also to foliations of any 
codimension, on manifolds of any dimension, 
In order to prove Theorem 2.1 we need the following result. 
Lemma 2.2. Let F 91 M J S’ be a C03-jibration with connectedjber and let X be a 
C” vector$eld on M transverse to the$bers of T having a closed orbit r which meets 
each$ber only k times. 
If a foliation 3 on M has a compact leaf L with HI (L; IR) = (0) and is transverse 
to X then I’ meets L exactly in k points. Furthermore, L and F are diffeomorphic. 
Proof. Recall that the hypothesis implies that 3 is defined by a fibration with fiber L. 
Let F G E f IR be the pullback of F % M 3 S’ induced by the universal covering 
p:JR-+S’, andletp:G + M be the corresponding covering morphism. 
Fix 20 E it4 and choose 5% E G such that g(Za) = 20. Denote by L,, and &,, the 
leaves of 3 and 3 = (g* (3) p assing through 20 and 50 respectively. Let cy be a loop 
in L,, with base point 20. Since HI (L; IR) = (0) we have that r(o) is null homotopic 
in S’. The homotopy lifting property implies that CE is homotopic (in M) to a loop in 
the fiber of 7r passing through ~0. Since loops in the fibers of 7r lift via p to loops in 
the fibers of ?, it follows that the path (a* (n) that starts at 5% is also a loop in &,. 
Thus, A,_ : i& + L,, is a one sheet covering and ?& is a compact leaf diffeomorphic 
TO 
to L,,. 
The orbits of the vector field X = (g*(X) and the fibers of 5? define a product 
structure on z. Since _% is transverse to 3 and all leaves of 3 are compact, it follows 
that each leaf of 3 projects along the orbits of X diffeomorphically onto the fiber of % 
passing through Zoo. Thus, L and F are diffeomorphic. 
Now, observing that (a-’ (r) is a disjoint union of Ic orbits ?;I, . . , & of X and 
each ri intersects L,, in a unique point, we conclude that r intersects L,, exactly in 
Ic points. q 
Proof of Theorem 2.1. Fix a closed curve r and a C” vector field which has r as a 
closed orbit and is transverse to the foliation 3. 
Let {3n} be a sequence of foliations defined by fibrations whose fibers have trivial 
first real homology group, and suppose that 3a converges to 3 in the Co-topology. 
According to Lemma 2.2 there is an integer Ic > 0 such that each leaf F, of 3n meets 
r exactly in Ic points for n large enough. 
Since 3 is the limit of foliations without holonomy, it has no leaves with hyperbolic 
holonomy. By Sacksteder’s result [ 191 3 has no exceptional minimal sets. Therefore if 
3 has no compact leaves, their leaves are dense and then F, meets r more than k times, 
which is a contradiction. Thus, 3 has a compact leaf. 
Now let L be a leaf not necessarily compact of 3 intersecting r. If a loop in L has a 
nontrivial holonomy, then there exists a noncompact leaf L of 3 which intersects r in- 
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finitely many times. Applying the same argument as above we will contradict Lemma 2.2. 
Therefore L is a leaf without holonomy. 
Since each noncompact leaf meets a closed transversal the proof is complete. 0 
Remark. The proof of the Theorem 2.1 shows that if a compact leaf L of F intersects 
a closed transversal then its holonomy is trivial. In this case 3 is defined by a fibration 
L 4, M --f s’, and from Lemma 2.2 we have that Hi(L;iR) = (0). 
It would be interesting to answer the following C’-persistence question concerning 
compact leaves for a foliation F as in Theorem 2.1. 
Question. Let T 3 1 and let F E Folr (M) be the limit of foliations Fn defined by 
fibrations whose fibers F, satisfy HI (F,; R) = (0). Suppose that F has a compact leaf 
L with Hl(F,;IW) # (0). 
Does foliations CT-close to T have at least one compact leaf? 
If M is 3-dimensional the answer to this question is yes, thanks to Novikov’s Compact 
Leaf Theorem [ 131. In this case since F, = S*, passing to an orientable 2-fold covering 
space if necessary we may assume that M = S* x S’ and Novikov’s result assures that 
every C’-foliation on S* x 5” has a Reeb component. 
Now, we characterize the foliations as those in Theorem 2.1 for the orientable 3- 
dimensional case, i.e., the foliations F E Fol’(S* x S’) which can be approximated 
by S2-fibrations. The idea of our construction is the same as given by Rosenberg and 
Roussarie in [ 171 to describe the structurally stable foliations of S2 x S’ . 
First we need the following construction. 
The standard limit of foliations by disks. Consider any 3-manifold M and let F be a 
foliation on M having a Reeb component whose associated solid torus we denote by 9%. 
Since supp[a%] is diffeomorphic to T2 x [u, b] with a < b, we have that 8 U supp[XY%] 
is also a solid torus. Now fix a small neighborhood U of % U supp[a%] which is also a 
solid torus and whose boundary is transverse to the foliation F’. Let Q and p be loops 
generating rl(a!X), with p being null homotopic in 9%. If the holonomies H, and HR 
of the equivalence class [a%] satisfy the condition 
H,D E Id and H, - Id does not change the sign, 
then the foliation .?I u can be approximated in the C” -topology by a foliation by 2-disks. 
In this case we will refer to the foliation 31~ as a standard limit of foliations by disks. 
Convention. In what follows, each solid torus associated to one Reeb component will 
be denoted by %i with i E IV. For the generators Q and /? of ~1 (a!&) we will denote 
their respective holonomies by H, and H,T and we fix /3 to be null homotopic in ‘31,. 
Now, to begin the characterization referred to above, let 0 < T 6 x and let 3 E 
Fol’(S2 x S’) be a foliation without compact leaves, diffeomorphic to S2, and a limit 
of the S*-fibration. 
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Let [Li] and supp[Li], 1 < i < s, be the equivalence classes of the compact leaves 
of F and their respective supports. Let %i denote the solid torus associated to a Reeb 
component of 3. We suppose [EXi] = [L,]. N ow we shall describe the restriction of F 
to a small neighborhood of 8, U supp[i3%i]. 
In a neighborhood of supp[d%1] the foliation F is defined by the suspension of two 
commuting diffeomorphisms representing the holonomy maps H, and Hp of the equiv- 
alence class [a%,]. The diffeomorphisms H, and Hp are defined in a neighborhood 
of [a, b] c IR and {a, b} c Fix{H,, HP} c [a, b] where Fix{H,, HP} represents the 
common fixed points of H, and Hp. 
First note that Hp is the identity map. Otherwise, we could construct a loop p’ on M 
homotopic to ,B and transverse to F. This loop ,!5” would be transverse to every foliation 
C-close to F and, consequently, all these foliations would have a Reeb component, 
what contradicts the hypothesis that F is limit of fibrations. The same argument shows 
that the perturbed holonomy associated to p remains the identity map when we perturb F 
to an S*-fibration by a small C’-perturbation. 
Now, in view of the P-instability of the class [d!Xi] we have that H, - Id does not 
change the sign. 
Therefore, if U is a small neighborhood of !Xi U supp[ZX1] diffeomorphic to a solid 
torus, and XJ is transverse to 3 then the leaves of F]au are circles homotopic to /3. 
Moreover, if a foliation .? by 2-spheres is C’-close to F, then y]au is also a circle- 
foliation whose leaves are close to the leaves of F(au, and ?]u is a foliation by disks. 
Thus, we can conclude that the foliation FE on S* x S’ which coincides with F outside 
of Int(U) and such that & ]U is a foliation by disks, is also a limit in the C’-topology 
of foliations by spheres. 
Now, if 3, is not a foliation by spheres, it has a Reeb component with the associated 
solid torus %z. Since X62 cannot meet a closed transversal, we have that 8.X2 n U = 8. 
It follows that 8X2 is a compact leaf of the initial foliation F such that [a!&] # [Li]. 
We suppose [X8,] = [Lz] and, by iteration of this process, after no more than s steps, the 
resulting foliation will have no Reeb component and thus will be a foliation by spheres. 
In summary, we have proved the following theorem: 
Theorem 2.3. Let 0 < r < co. A foliation 3 E Fol’(S2 x S’) is a limit of foliations 
by spheres if and only if 3 is isotopic to a foliation obtained from the product foliation 
by spheres by finitely many successive surgeries that change tubular neighborhoods of 
closed transverse curves (foliated by disks) by standard limits of foliations by disks. 
On manifolds of dimension n bigger than 3 the set of foliations which are limit of 
Sn-‘-fibrations seems to have much more interesting foliations than in the 3-dimensional 
case. 
Question. Is it possible to characterize the foliations on S3 x S’ which are limits of 
S3-fibrations? 
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3. Foliations with finitely many and stable compact leaves 
Let us denote by 0: the subset of Folr (M) consisting of all foliations 3 satisfying 
the following two conditions: 
(i) F has at least one compact leaf with nontrivial first real homology group, 
(ii) all the equivalence classes of compact leaves of 3 are C-stable. 
Observe that in view of the Thurston-Langevin-Rosenberg generalization of the Reeb 
Stability Theorem we have PT c 0:. 
Bonatti and Firmo have proven in [ 1, Theorem 2. l] that or U c3y U yT is an open dense 
subset of Fol’(M) for T = 0, 1. However, it can happen that the equivalence class of 
the leaf is stable but the leaf itself is not. For example, let F be a foliation defined by 
a fibration F 4-t M -5 S’ with 7rt (F) commutative, HI (F; IR) # (0) and such that the 
monodromy isomorphism of YT has no eigenvalue with positive real part. In this case each 
fiber of n is C’-unstable, however Plante’s Theorem [14] assures that the equivalence 
class [F] is C’-stable. 
In this section we prove the following results: 
Proposition 3.1. /3T is a dense subset of 0: for r E N U (cc}. 
Theorem 3.2. The set /3T U yT is dense in Fol’(M) - c$’ for 7’ E {0, l}. 
Recall that a Cm-diffeomorphism h is k-flat (k E IV U {m}) at the point 2 E Fix(h) 
if the k-jet of h and the k-jet of the identity map are the same at the point z. 
A compact leaf L is k-flat if all its holonomy diffeomorphisms are k-flat at the origin. 
If L is k-flat with 0 < k < cc but not (k+ 1)-flat, we will say that L has contact order k. 
If L is m-flat we will say that L has contact order 0;). 
Lemma 3.3. Let L be a compact leaf of 3 E Folr (M) with contact order k, 0 < k < co, 
and let u(L) be a small tubular neighborhood of L. If 3 is sufjiciently CT-close to 3, 
0 < k < r < CG, then 
(i) F has at most k + 1 compact leaves in u(L) and each one has contact order k’ 
with k’ 6 k, 
(ii) ifL,: . . , z, are the compact leaves of 3 in v(L) and ifq 3 2, then Cy=, kj < k, 
where k, denotes the contact order of Lj. 
Proof. Fix one holonomy map h : J -+ R of L having contact order k with the identity 
map at the origin, and let h: J + R be the corresponding perturbed holonomy map 
induced by 3. Since each compact leaf of ? close to L has a corresponding fixed point 
of h close to the origin, it suffices to count the fixed points of h and their contact order 
with the identity map. We may assume that the origin is the unique fixed point of h in 
J and then the lemma is an easy consequence of the following elementary lemma: 
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Lemma 3.4. Let h: [--E, E] + IR be a local C’-diffeomorphism having contact order 
k (0 < k < m) with the @entity map at the origin, and such that Fix(h) = (0). Then 
any local diffeomorphism h suficiently F-close to h, 0 < k < r < 00, satisfies: 
(i) x has at most k + 1 fixed points and the contact order of h with the identity map 
on each of these fixed points is less or equal to k, 
(ii) if 21, . . . ,5, are the jixed points of z and if q 3 2, then Cy=, & < k where & 
denotes contact order of h with the identity map at Ej. 
Proof. Part (i) is a straightforward consequence of the Mean Value Theorem. To prove (ii) 
suppose Ci=t & > k. By small C’-local perturbations of h in neighborhoods W’, (1 < 
j 6 q) of its fixed points we obtain a local diffeomorphism x CT-close to h with exactly 
& + 1 fixed points in W,. It follows that i has J& (& + 1) 3 2 + Cg=, & 3 2 + k 
fixed points contradicting the part (i). 0 
In order to state the next proposition, we need the following definition: 
Definition. A compact leaf L of a foliation 3 E Fol’(M) is strongly P-stable if every 
foliation sufficiently CT-close to F has exactly one compact leaf close to L. 
A cc-flat compact leaf cannot be strongly stable. On the other hand a (Y-stable compact 
leaf having contact order k = 0 is strongly C’-stable for T 3 1. However we do not 
know an example of a strongly CT-stable compact leaf with contact order k > 1. 
Proposition 3.5. Let L be a (F-stable compact leaf of F E Fol(M) with contact order k, 
0 < k < r 6 00. Then, there exists a small C’-perturbation F of 3 such that every 
compact leaf of 3 close to L is strongly G-stable. 
Proof. The proof is by induction on k. First we fix a small tubular neighborhood v(L) 
of L. If k = 0 then L has one hyperbolic holonomy. In this case the CT-stability of L 
implies the strong one. 
Suppose now that the proposition holds for every k’ with 0 < k’ < k < r, and let L 
be a CT-stable compact leaf of F with contact order k. 
If L is not strongly (Y-stable then Lemma 3.3 and the stability of L imply that there 
is a small C’-perturbation Ft of 3 such that Ft has q compact leaves Et, . . , La: lying 
in v(L) and close to L with 2 < q < k + 1. Lemma 3.3 implies also that c,“=, ki < k, 
where Zi is the contact order of Xi. 
Now fix iu with 1 6 io < q, and consider the following two cases: 
Case 1: Xi, is C’stable. Since Ici, < k, according to the induction hypothesis there 
exists a sufficiently small CT-perturbation .?z of & such that all compact leaves of +% 
which are close to Xi, are strongly CT-stable. 
Case 2: ziO is C’-unstable. In this case, we can destroy &, by a small CT-perturbation 
52 of Y,. 
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In both cases it may happen that in perturbing 31 to 32 we have destroyed some 
compact leaves in v(L) distinct from xi,, or we have created new compact leaves lying 
in v(L). It is important to note that whichever would be the situation, by choosing 32 
sufficiently C-close to 31, it is possible to make the number of compact leaves of 31 
lying in v(L) to be less or equal than k: + 1, and their contact order to be less than F;. 
After no more than k perturbations like those in Cases 1 and 2, we produce a foliation 
3 which is C-close to 3 and such that all compact leaves of 3 lying in v(L) are close 
to L and strongly CT-stable. 
To finish the proof, it suffices to observe that since L is stable, small perturbations of 
3 cannot destroy all compact leaves in V(L). 0 
Lemma 3.6. Let L be an isolated compact leaf of a foliation 3 E Fol’(M) with contact 
order k, 0 < k < co, and let v(L) be a small tubular neighborhood of L. Let {3n}nE~ 
be a sequence of foliations converging to 3 in the C”-topology (0 6 r < k < IX) such 
that each 3n has a compact leaf lying in v(L). Then there exists a sequence offoliations 
{3n, Ijp satisfying the following properties: 
(i) zR, -+ 3 in the CT-topology, 
(ii) znJ coincides with 371, outside of v(L), 
(iii) 3,,, has an unique compact leaf lying in u(L) which is &at and coincides 
with L. 
In the proof of Lemma 3.6 we will use an special conjugation due to Muller [12] and 
Tsuboi [24]. Although the version of Muller’s lemma stated bellow is a little bit more 
general than the one in [I], its proof is the same as given in [I, Appendix B]. 
Now fix ~1 > 0 and let ‘p E DiffW((O, cc)) be defined by 
if z is close to the origin. 
For X E (0, oc) let cpx : [O,oo) --f I!% be the homeomorphism defined by 
yx (x) = 
i 
XY ; 0 if :I: E (O,cc), 
0 if .x = 0. 
Lemma (Muller). Let fn, f E Diff-([0, co)), n E N, are such that fn converges to f 
in the C’-topology, 0 < r < cc. Then 
(i) 9~ o f o cp;’ is a CO”-difleomorphism and (ye o f o ‘p;‘)‘(O) = 1, 
(ii) q f’(0) = 1 then cpx o f o cp;’ is m-flat at the origin, 
(iii) ~7x o fn o cpi’ converges to cpx o f o cp;’ in the C’-topology as n + cc. 
Furthermore, if j,‘(f) = j,‘(Id) then 
(iv) P,J o f o cpi’ converges to f in the CT-topology as X -+ 0. 
The C’-topology in (iii) and (iv) means the C’-topology of the uniform convergence 
over compact sets and j; represents the r-jet at the origin. 
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Proof of Lemma 3.6. Fix loops yr , . . . , ys on L whose homotopy classes generate rrr (15). 
Let hi = H7% (3) and hi,, = Hyt (Fn), i = 1,. . . , s, be defined in a compact interval J 
containing the origin in its interior. We may suppose that the origin is the unique common 
fixed point of hl , . . . , h,. 
Let a,, 6, with a, < 13, be the common fixed points of hl,,, . . . , h,,, such that 
Fix(hr,,) n.. n Wh,,,) C [a,, &I c J. 
This means that the compact leaves of _7=n lying in v(L) are comprised between the 
compact leaves of Fn associated to a, and b,. 
The key idea in construction of ?n is to collapse the space comprised between this two 
leaves in a single leaf. The natural difficult point of this process is the differentiability of 
3, along this new compact leaf. To overcome this point we shall use Muller-Tsuboi’s 
conjugation. 
To begin the construction, fix a small p > 0 and for each b, < p let {& : [bn, oc) ---) 
[0, co)} be a sequence of C” -diffeomorphisms which coincide with the identity map on 
[p, cc) and converges to identity map in the Cm-topology. Thus, by defining h& = hi,, 
on [b,! co)n J and h,t E hi on [0, m)n J, we have that the sequence fi,, = & ohlno&,- 
converges to h+ in the CT-topology for each i E { 1, . . , s}. Applying Muller’s lemma 
we obtain that: 
l (cp, 0 fi,, 0 V;‘)‘(O) = 1, 
l there are subsequences {&I} and {n;} such that for i E { 1, . . , s} the sequence 
S&n; = ‘PA, O fi,n; O PA -d T h+ in the CT-topology, since r < k. 
Muller’s lemma applied once more, now to the sequence gi,n;, give that ‘px oQi,n; o’pX* 
is m-flat at the origin and there are sequences {X$} and {tj} such that 
in the P-topology for i E { 1, . . . , s}. 
Now, let nj = n& and 
L-t -I 
Z,R) = cpx; O gi,ng O (P,, . 3 3 
The same construction on (-cc, a,] give the corresponding maps h”‘. 
Now, defining hi,nj : J --f R as hi,,> 3 h& on J n (--03,0] and hi,,, z htnj on 
J n [0, cm), we conclude that 
(1) hi,%, --) hi in the C’-topology for all i E (1,. . . , s}, 
j 
andforalliE{l,...,s}andjENwehave: 
(2) %,nJ = h2,n3 outside of a small neighborhood of the origin, 
(3) hi,?%, is cc-flat at the origin, 
(4) & {Fix(&,n, )} = (0). 
Since for each j E N the maps {hi,,,: 1 < i < s} were obtain by appropriate 
conjugations of { hi,n, : 1 6 i 6 s}, it follows that {xi,+?: 1 < i < s} represents a small 
perturbation of {h, : 1 < i < s} for j sufficiently large. 
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Using properties (1) and (2) we modify 3n, by changing {hi: 1 < i < s} by 
{hi,,,: 1 < i < s} to produce a foliation yn, satisfying (i) and (ii). The property (iii) 
follows from (3) and (4) and from a small isotopy which makes the compact leaf of yn, 
to coincide with L. 0 
Before proceed with the proof of Proposition 3.1 we need the following lemma: 
Lemma 3.7. Suppose that 3 E 0;. Then each compact leaf of a foliation sufJiciently 
CT-close to 3 occurs necessarily close to one of the compact leaves of 3. 
Proof. Let [I,,], . . , [L,] be the distinct equivalence classes of 3. Let Vi and V,, i E 
{ 1~ . . , s}, be neighborhoods of supp[L,] and 3 respectively as in Remark 1.1. It remains 
to prove that if 3 is sufficiently CT-close to 3 then 3 has no compact leaves in hl - 
UN. 
Fix z E M-U,“=, U,. The adherence of the leaf L, of 3 passing through z contains an 
exceptional minimal set (which does not intersect Utluz) or a compact leaf contained 
in supp[Li] for some i E { 1, . . s}. A classical Sacksteder result asserts that in the first 
case L, intersects the domain of some hyperbolic holonomy of the exceptional minimal 
set. On the other hand, since M is compact 3 has finitely many exceptional minimal 
sets. Thus there exists a neighborhood V c f& V, of 3 in Fol’(M) such that if z, is 
the leaf of 3 E V passing through 5, then L, intersects either U,“=, Vi or the domain 
of some contracting holonomy of 3 (which F inherits from the hyperbolic holonomies 
of 3). In both cases, 2, cannot be compact. 0 
Proof of Proposition 3.1. Let 3 E 07. Since from [ 1, Theorem 4.11 3 can be approxi- 
mated in the C”-topology by foliations with finitely many compact leaves, we suppose 
that 3 has just a finite but nonzero number of compact leaves LI, . . ! L,; FI, . . , FE, 
where LI . . . : I,, have contact order less than r and FI ! . . , FP are r-flat. We fix tubular 
neighborhoods v(Ll), . . . , v(L4); v(Fl), . . . , v(FP) of these leaves. 
Since all the equivalence classes of compact leaves of 3 are C-stable it follows from 
Lemma 3.7 that the compact leaves of foliations C-close to 3 can just occur close to 
L,, . . i L,; F,, . . . FP. 
Step 1: Stabilizing the r-flat compact leaves FI , . 1 $,. If F,, is unstable for some 
ie E { 1. . : p} then there exists a small C-perturbation 31 of 3 with no compact leaves 
in v(F,,,). Applying Lemma 3.6 we have that 
- if 3, has a compact leaf in v(Fi) with i # io. then this leaf coincides with F, and 
is m-flat; furthermore Fi is the unique compact leaf of 31 lying in v(F,). 
Applying Lemma 3.6 successively to destroy the remaining m-flat unstable compact 
leaves, we conclude from Lemma 3.3 that there is a small C’-perturbation 32 of 3 
satisfying the following conditions: 
- for 1 < i < p the restriction of 32 to v(F,) has at most one compact leaf; further- 
more, if such a leaf exists it coincides with I?,, and is m-flat and CT-stable, 
- for 1 6 j < q the restriction of 32 to v(Lj) has at most kj + 1 compact leaves, 
where 5 denotes the contact order of Lj and ,$ < r. 
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Step 2: Stabilizing the compact leaves with contact order less than T. Let 
Et,.. .&;F,,.. . , & be the compact leaves of the foliation 32, where xj (1 6 j < ?j) 
has contact order less than r and Fi (1 < i < $) is CT-stable and r-flat. Fix small tubular 
neighborhoods v(zt), . . . , z&j); v(F,), . . . ) L&j). 
If Lj,, is C’-stable, by Proposition 3.5 a small C’-perturbation of Fz strongly stabi- 
lizes the compact leaves in v(xjO). If not, we destroy %j,. From Lemma 3.6, this two 
perturbations can be performed without changing neither the compact leaves of & lying 
in Y@) nor their differentiability degree of stability. By Lemma 3.3, after no more than 
Cg=, kj successive perturbations, we will have strongly stabilized the compact leaves 
in each tubular neighborhood v(z,), and the proof is complete. 0 
- 
Proof of Theorem 3.2. Let F E Folr (M) - o?. If F E 0; then the theorem follows 
immediately from Proposition 3.1. If not, since o?’ U 0; U yT is dense in Fol’(M) for 
T = 0, 1, it suffices to prove the case that 3 can be approximated by elements of Q’ and 
.7= $ or. In this case Theorem 2.1 assures that F has a compact leaf L. We must now 
consider two cases: 
Case 1: Hi (L; IFt) # (0). s ince one can approximate F by foliations without holon- 
omy, L is l-flat. Thus by a small C-perturbation of F in a small neighborhood of L 
we obtain a foliation 3 which has a compact leaf close to L with one hyperbolic holon- 
omy. Thus 3 cannot be approximated by foliations in IY. Consequently, 3 can be 
approximated by foliations in 0: U yT, and from Proposition 3.1 we conclude that p is 
C’-approximated by foliations in /$’ U yT. 
Case 2: Hi (L; R) = (0). In th is case 3 is defined by a fibration over S’ with fiber L. 
Since 3 $ aT (this implies that T = 0), 3 is C-approximated by foliations ? satisfying 
one of the following conditions: 
(i) .? has no compact leaves, 
(ii) 3 has at least one compact leaf z with HI(L;IR) # (0). 
If g satisfies (i) then by Theorem 2.1 3 cannot be approximated by elements of oT. As 
in Case 1 the foliation 5 can be approximated by elements of 07 U yr and, consequently, 
by elements of /3; U yT. 
If F satisfies (ii) we report to Case 1 and the theorem follows. 0 
4. Genericity of foliations with stable compact leaves 
Recall that Fol,‘,(M) is the subspace of Folr(M) consisting of all foliations whose 
compact leaves are CT-stable, 0 < T < co. In particular, F01I~(h/l) contains all foliations 
without compact leaves. 
We should remark that the set Follt(M) contains foliations with an infinite sequence of 
(stable) leaves converging to a flat leaf, and such that some perturbations of this foliation 
have only finite number of compact leaves: although each leaf is individually stable, little 
perturbations can destroy an infinity number of them. 
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The goal of this section is to prove the following theorem: 
Theorem 4.1. Fol$‘(M) is a Gb-dense subset of Fol” (M). 
Corollary 4.2. Every foliation F E Fol” (Ad) can be approximated by foliations whose 
compact leaves are C”-stable. 
The proof of Theorem 4.1 will be similar to the proof of the following result: 
Theorem 4.3. Fol? (M) - o35 is u GA-dense subset of Fol= (Ad) - am. 
Any F_E Fol=(M) - cyoo can be approach_ed by P E Fol: (M) - (uco. On the other 
hand, if F has a (stable) compact leaf then F E 0; and, by Proposition 3.1, it can be 
approached by a foliation with finitely many compact leaves, all of them C’-stable. 
Theorem 4.4. Every foliation F E Fol” (M) which has no compact leaves with trivial 
first real homology group can be approximated by a foliation with finitely many compact 
leaves, all of them C”-stable. 
To prove Theorem 4.3 we introduce some notations which will be used frequently 
throughout this section. 
Fix a Riemannian metric on the manifold M and suppose that M is orientable. The 
volume of a submanifold N of M, relative to the induced metric on N, will be denoted 
by vol(N). 
Given F E Fol(M), let C(F) be the union of all compact leaves of 3 and denote by 
CK(-T) the union of all compact leaves of F whose volume is less than or equal to K E 
(0, x). Since 3 is a codimension one foliation, CK(.;F) and C(F) are compact subsets 
of M. Furthermore, for each Z= E Fol(M) there is K(F) > 0 such that vol(L) < K(F) 
for every compact leaf L of F. 
In order to illustrate a little bit the set Folyr(M), we remark that with the arguments 
of this section we can prove that a point of Folii(M) is a point of lower continuity (for 
the Hausdorff topology) of the function C which associates to each foliation the compact 
set union of its compact leaves. In fact, if F E Fol’(M) and C(3) is nonempty, then 
F E Folii(M) if and only if C is continuous at .ZF. If J= is empty, we have to consider 
the two following situations: 
- .?= has an exceptional minimal set. 
According to Sacksteder C(3) = 8 f or every foliation F which is sufficiently C”- 
close to FT. 
- F has no exceptional minimal sets. 
In this case all the leaves of F are dense and we may conclude that if Y is sufficiently 
CT-close to F and has a compact leaf then C(_?) is close to M. 
Given a compact leaf L there exists a small 6 > 0 such that the restriction of the 
exponential map to the normal disk-bundle to L whose closed l-disk fibers have ratio 
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equal to 6, is an embedding. We shall denote by z+(L) the tubular neighborhood of L, 
which is image under the exponential map of this normal bundle. 
Lemma 4.5. Given 3 E Fol’(M) and positive numbers E and K, there exist 6 > 0 and 
a neighborhood V of 3 such that every compact leaf z of a foliation 3 in V satisjes 
one of the following properties: 
(i) ifZ C us(L) f or some compact leaf L of 3, then 1 "01(z) - vol(L)] < E, 
(ii) if for every compact leaf L of the foliation 3 we have that z g us(L), then 
vol(x) 3 K. 
Proof. First we consider the case that 3 has a compact leaf such that supp[L] # M. 
Fix loops at,... , ap in L whose homotopy classes generate 7rt (L) and assume that 
the corresponding holonomy diffeomorphisms ft , . . , f, are defined in a neighborhood 
of [a, b] in IR., where a and b (a ,< b) correspond to the compact leaves of supp[L] which 
are not contained in the interior of supp[L]. The union of this leaves will be denoted 
by Fr(supp[L]). 
If 3 is Co-close to 3 then the compact leaves of 3 lying in a small neighborhood of 
supp[L] are given by the common fixed points of the respective perturbed holonomies 
5,. . . , & of [L]. Since the common fixed points of ft ! . . , &, are close to the common 
fixed points of ft, . . , fp, the volume of each compact leaf of 3 associated to points in 
IS c ose kb; Fix(h) 1 to the volume of some compact leaf of 3 in supp[L]. Hence we 
(I) Let [Li], i E {l! . . . , s}, be the equivalence classes of the compact leaves of 3. 
Foreachi E {I,..., s} there is an open neighborhood Ui of SUpp[Li] satisfying: 
given E > 0 there exist S > 0 and a neighborhood V of 3 in Fol’(M) such that 
if F E V and z is a compact leaf of F lying in Ui then z c vs (F) for some 
compact leaf F of 3 and ) vol(z) - vol(F)] < E. 
Of course, we choose the neighborhoods U,, i E { 1, . . . , s}, to be pairwise disjoint. 
Furthermore, we know that for each z E M - UT==, supp[Li], the leaf L, has in its 
adherence a compact leaf of uf, Fr(supp[Li]) or an exceptional minimal set. Since com- 
pact leaves of foliations sufficiently Co-close to 3 cannot pass close to the exceptional 
minimal sets of 3 (proof of Lemma 3.7), from the compactness of A4 we have: 
(II) Given an open neighborhood Vi of Supp[Li] there exist a neighborhood W,! of 
supp[Li] and a neighborhood V’ of 3 in Fol’ (M) such that F c Vi and if 
2; is a compact leaf of ? E V’ not contained in U,S=, W,! then z intersects 
u;=, u,l - $1 w,l. 
Now for each i E { 1,. . , s} choose an open neighborhood U,ll of SUpp[Li] with 
II Ui c Ui and such that each leaf of 3 intersecting q - SUpp[Li] has a com- 
pact leaf of Fr(supp[Li]) in its adherence. Thus given K > 0 each leaf intersecting 
u,ll - supp[LJ, i E { 1,. . . ) s}, contains a compact (n - 1)-disk whose volume is big- 
ger than K. In (II) above we take U,! = U,!’ for each i E { 1, . . , s} and fix a small 
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-77 open neighborhood W,!’ c Wi of supp[Li] such that Wl’ C Wi. Since U, -_Wl’ is 
compact, there is a neighborhood V” c V’ of F such that all the leaves of T E V” 
which meet Up=, v - Up=, W,! contain a compact (n - 1)-disk with volume bigger 
than K. 
Now let E > 0 and consider 6 and V as in (I) with V c V”. If a compact leaf L of 
? E V is not contained in UfE1 r/i then z is not contained in Uz=, Wi also. By (II) 
the leaf L intersects UF=, U,l - Ui=, WL. Hence z intersects lJb, q - lJ& Wl’ and, 
consequently, vol(x) > K, and the proof is finished for the case supp[L] # M. 
Now suppose 3 has a compact leaf L such that supp[L] = M. If .T is not defined by a 
fibration the arguments above apply immediately by fixing a component U of N - C(_T) 
and considering M - U as a support of a compact leaf. If 3 is defined by a fibration 
L 9 M 4 S’ , we fix a section r of T and easily conclude that for given k E N* 
each leaf ?, of a foliation sufficiently Co-close to F either intersects P in a unique point 
(consequently, L is compact and close to some fiber of TT) or intersects T in more than 
k points (and consequently, x has a big volume). 
Finally suppose .T has no compact leaves. If .T has an exceptional minimal set by a 
classical result of Sacksteder, we have that the foliations which are sufficiently Co-close 
to 3 do not have compact leaves. If not, all the leaves are dense and repeating some 
arguments of the first case (.T has a compact leaf L with supp[L] # hl) we conclude 
that for given K > 0 there is a neighborhood V of T in Fol’(M) such that every leaf 
of 7 E V contains a compact (n - I)-disk with volume bigger than K. •I 
Definition 4.6. Let E > 0. An ~-decomposition of CK(.T) is a finite collection 
{Uj,Lj}Js=I Of p . anwise disjoint open subsets U1, . . , Us of M together with embed- 
dings ~1,. . . . L, which realize (in the sense of Section 1) some equivalence of compact 
leaves, such that for i, j E { 1: . . , s} we have: 
(1) Im(bj) c U,, 
(2) VOl(Uj) < E, 
(3) CK(~) c UlGj&&)3 
(4) a compact leaf of _7= which intersects U, is contained in Im(cj). 
We shall say that the collection of embeddings {~j}j=, realizes the E-decomposition 
of CK (3). The neighborhoods UI , . . , Us will be called isolated neighborhoods of the E- 
decomposition. We always assume that for each j E { 1, . , s} the isolated neighborhood 
U, is a very small neighborhood of Im(Lj). 
Definition 4.7. An &-decomposition {?I,, L~},S,~ of C,(F) is CT-stable (0 6 T < XI) if 
every foliation sufficiently CT-close to .T has compact leaves xi, . . , Es such that each 
x3 is close to some compact leaf of F contained in Im(Lj), for all j E { 1, . . , s}. 
Given E, K > 0 we shall denote by F012,~ (M) the subspace of Fol’(M) consisting 
of all foliations 3 such that CK(F) admits a CT-stable &-decomposition. 
Note that Fol’ E,K(M) does not contain foliations given by fibrations. 
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Remark 4.8. Let {Uj, Q};,~ be a (?-stable &-decomposition of C,(F). If P is suffi- 
ciently CT-close to 3, then one can easily construct embeddings li : . . , L, which realize 
some equivalence of compact leaves of 3 and such that: 
(1) Im(L,) c Uj, 
(2) making smaller Uj if necessary, we may assume that, for all ?, if a compact leaf 
of y intersects lJ, then it is contained in Im(lJ). 
Lemma 4.9. Fol,‘,, (M) is an open subset of Fol’ (111) for T E N U {cm}. 
Proof. Let F E Fol,T,,(M) and let {Uj, ~j};=, be a C-stable &-decomposition 
of CK(J). Let C denote the subset of M consisting of all compact leaves of F which 
are not contained in UIGjGS Im(Lj). Since ,C c M-{U,,,,3 U,}, it follows that C is 
compact. Therefore, there is 6 > 0 such that every compact leaf of F contained in L: has 
volume bigger than K + 6. 
By Lemma 4.5, if ? is sufficiently CT-close to F, then the compact leaves of 5 
whose volumes are less or equal to K are close to those compact leaves of F contained 
in UIGjGs Im(Lj). Now, from Remark 4.8 choosing a sufficiently small neighborhood U, 
of Im(Lj) for each j E { 1, . . , s}, it is easy to construct a C-stable e-decomposition of 
CK(_$ whose isolated neighborhoods are the same as those of CK(F). This completes 
the proof of the lemma. 0 
Lemma 4.10. Fol’ E,K(M) is a dense subset ufFolr(M) - oT for T E N U {co}, 
Proof (Sketch). Let % E Fol’(M) - CY’ and suppose that CK(-T) # 0. In view of [ 1, 
Theorem 4.11, by a small C”-perturbation of 3 we may obtain F with only finitely 
many compact leaves Li , . . , L,. 
If L,, . . , L, are all C-stable leaves, it is trivial to construct a C’-stable &-decom- 
position of OK. If not, we must destroy the unstable compact leaves by CT-small 
perturbations. As pointed in Lemma 4.5, by destroying these compact leaves we run in 
the risk to introduce two types of leaves: 
(i) those leaves contained in small tubular neighborhoods of the compact leaves 
Ll,..., L, of F, and, consequently, with volume close to the volume of LI, 
. . ,L,, 
(ii) those leaves not contained in these small tubular neighborhoods and, consequently, 
with volume much more bigger than K. 
However, to prove the lemma we need to “stabilize” just those leaves whose volume 
is less than or equal to K. So, we need not to take into account the (ii)-type leaves. 
Now, by the same arguments as in the proofs of Propositions 3.5 and 3.1 we show that 
there exists a foliation ? CT-close to F with only finitely many compact leaves, and the 
compact leaves of y whose volumes are less than or equal to K are C-stable leaves 
(and close to LI , . . . , L,). It is trivial to construct once more a C’-stable &-decomposition 
of OK, and we conclude that ? E FolL,,(M). 0 
Lemma 4.11. nE.K>O FolL,,(M) = Fol,‘,(M) - ar for r- E N U {a~}. 
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Proof. Let ZF E ne,K,oFol& (M) and suppose that F has a compact leaf L. Thus 
F E Fol:,Wl(,) (M) for all E > 0. Moreover, 9 $ or. 
Fix a small tubular neighborhood U of L. Since &,1(L)(F) admits an &-decomposition 
C’-stable for all E > 0, it follows that for E sufficiently small there are embed- 
dings ~1: . . , L, which realize an E-decomposition P-stable to CvOl(~)(.F) such that 
L c Im(Li) c U. This proves that L is a C’-stable leaf and that F E FolFt(M) - Q?. 
Now, let E > 0 and let F E Fol,‘,( M) - or. First one observes that since F $ cy’, 
the set of all compact leaves of F is nowhere dense. Therefore, for each compact leaf L 
of F’, there exists an embedding L realizing some equivalence of compact leaves of F 
and a small neighborhood U of Im(L) such that 
(1) L c Im(Lj c U, 
(2) vol(U) < E, 
(3) the compact leaves of F which meet U are contained in Im(L). 
Furthermore, since L is Cr-stable we have 
(4) every foliation CT-close to F has a compact leaf close to some compact leaf of 
F in Im(L). 
In this way one produces a C’-stable &-decomposition to the set of compact leaves 
of 3 which are contained in supp[L]. Doing the same to each support of the compact 
leaves we obtain a P-stable E-decomposition of C(3). Then F E nE,K>oFol:,K(M) 
and the proof of the lemma is complete. 0 
Proof of Theorems 4.3 and 4.1. Let G,_i (M) be the Grassmannian of (n - I)-plane 
fields on M and let r”(G,_t (M)) be the space of its Coo-sections endowed with the 
C”-topology of uniform convergence. One knows that Fol(M) is a closed subspace of 
the complete metric space r” (Gn_i (Al)). S’ mce the topology induced on Fol(M) by the 
COO-topology of (n- 1)-plane fields on A4 coincides with the Epstein’s C”-topology [4], 
FolW (M) is a complete metric space and a Baire space. Thus, by Lemmas 4.9-4.11 we 
conclude that Fol,? (M) - CP is a dense subset of FolW (M) - am and this establishes 
Theorem 4.3. 
The proof of Theorem 4.1 follows from the same arguments. 0 
Since Fol’(M) (the set of C” foliations with the CT-topology) is not a Baire space 
for T < cc, in order to prove that Theorem 4.3 (and Theorem 4.1) remains valid in the 
C-topology for T E (0, l} we will make use of Theorem 3.2. 
Theorem 4.12. FolLt(M) - cy’ is a Gb-dense subset of Fol’(M) - CY’ for T = 0,l. 
Proof. It is an immediate consequence of Lemmas 4.9-4.11 and Theorem 3.2. 0 
Remark 4.13. The results of this section remain true if M is not orientable. In the 
nonorientable case it suffices to note that the proofs of Lemmas 4.94.11 work for the 
set 
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i%:,,(M) = {F E Fol’(M): CK (p*(F)) admit a C’-stable &-decomposition} 
where p : z --) M is the double covering of the local orientations of M. 
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